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Abstract

The linguistic analyses on easily accessible, user-generated
social media content offers great opportunities to identify in-
dividual characteristics such as their cognitive styles. In this
paper, We explore the potential to use social media content
to identify individuals’ cognitive styles. We first employed
crowdsourcing to collect Twitter users’ cognitive styles us-
ing standard psychometric instruments. Then, we extracted
the linguistic features of their social media postings. Lever-
aging these features, we build prediction models that pro-
vide estimates of cognitive styles through statistical regres-
sion and classification. We find that user generated content
in social media provide useful information for characterizing
people’s cognitive styles. The models’ performance indicates
that the cognitive styles automatically inferred from social
media are good proxies for the ground truth, and hence pro-
vides a promising and scalable way to automatically identify
a large number of people’s cognitive styles without reaching
them individually.

Introduction
Cognitive style refers an individual’s preferred and habitual
approach to organizing and representing information (Rid-
ing and Rayner 2013). Cognitive style is an important per-
sonality dimension relevant to people’s information process-
ing and decision making. Moreover, it is also relevant to or-
ganizational behaviors because individuals of different cog-
nitive styles are continuously interacting with each other
in their organizations (Chan 1996). Identifying individuals’
cognitive styles has great potentials in various domains such
as personalized education (Deborah, Baskaran, and Kan-
nan 2014), marketing (Joseph and Vyas 1984), management
(Armstrong, Cools, and Sadler-Smith 2012), and so on.

The conventional method to identify a person’s cog-
nitive style is using standard psychometric inventories
(Kozhevnikov 2007). These methods are not scalable for
they require to reach subjects individually. It is very hard
and costly to contact a large number of users to learn their
cognitive styles through questionnaire surveys. To gain the
benefit of understanding individual’s cognitive styles at a
large scale, we need to find an approach to automatically
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identify the cognitive styles without reaching each individ-
ual painstakingly.

The popularity of social media has led a huge amount of
online user-generated content to be easily accessible. The
penetration of social media into individuals’ everyday ac-
tivities provides unprecedented opportunities for researchers
to identify individual characteristics from the linguistic and
social features of the user-generated data, e.g., Chen et al.
(2014) and Yarkoni (2010). It is reasonable to assume that
cognitive styles could be automatically inferred from social
media content. Indeed, there is preliminary evidence such
as (Pennebaker, Slatcher, and Chung 2005) that claimed the
feasibility of inferring cognitive styles from the text. How-
ever, they have not presented the precise quantitative rela-
tionships between cognitive styles and linguistic features.

In this work, we present the first analysis of associations
between people’s cognitive styles and their word use in so-
cial media. We recruited active twitter users through crowd-
sourcing, and measured their cognitive styles with two es-
tablished psychometric models of cognitive styles. We col-
lected their tweets, and measured the word use in a number
of word categories as defined by the Linguistic Inquiry and
Word Count (LIWC) dictionary (Pennebaker, Francis, and
Booth 2001). Then, we built regression and classification
models to predict the cognitive styles from LIWC features.
The models achieve high accuracy in inferring people’s cog-
nitive styles from the their social media text.

Our main contributions in this paper are as follows:

• We use crowdsourcing to collect (ground truth) cognitive
style measurements from several hundred Twitter users
through standard cognitive styles surveys.

• We build both regression and classification models to pre-
dict people’s cognitive styles from their tweets. We also
investigate to what extent people’s cognitive styles can be
predicted from textual information in social media.

Cognitive Styles
Researchers have proposed dozens of models to conceptu-
alize and measure the cognitive styles (Kozhevnikov 2007).
Researchers have concluded that most of these various mod-
els are merely divergent conceptions of a superior-order di-
mension, the poles of which are commonly associated with
the specialist functions performed by each hemisphere of



Figure 1: The distribution of ground truth KAI and CSI.

the human brain (Rayner and Riding 1997). In this study,
we select two cognitive styles models: Kirton’s Adaptor-
Innovator model (KAI) (Kirton 1976) and Cognitive Styles
Index (CSI) (Allinson and Hayes 1996). Both of them are
very stable measurements and independent to people’s cog-
nitive ability. The reliability has been validated by hundreds
of studies in various areas. Moreover, measuring KAI and
CSI does not require the direct interactions between re-
searchers and subjects, which means we can reach a very di-
verse subjects through online surveys without real-time ex-
periment administration.

KAI can be measured by a standard questionnaire that
contains 32 statements such as “A person who needs the
stimulation of frequent change.” A subject is asked to rate
how hard (in 5-point Likert scale) to imagine herself to fit
each statement. The score of KAI ranges from [32, 160].
The higher it is, the more innovative a person tends to be.
CSI is measured by a 38-item standard questionnaire. A typ-
ical item is: “I find that to adopt a careful, analytical ap-
proach to making decisions takes too long.” A subject will
rate whether an item describe him well in terms of false,
neutral, and true. The raw value of CSI ranges from [0, 76].
The higher it is, the more analytic an individual is.

Data
We leveraged Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) to recruit
the participants for this study. MTurk workers who are ac-
tive twitter user and have more than 200 original tweets in
English are eligible to take our study. We sought responses
from those who were located in the United States, and had
an approval rating on Mturk greater than or equal to 80%.
Each Mturk worker was restricted to take the HIT exactly
once for $1.00 compensation. We took several strategies to
exclude noisy responses and minimize bias. These measures
include randomizing survey order, adding attention check
questions, setting mandatory minimal time, manually check-
ing after the data collection, and so on.

A total of 529 workers completed our HITs. Using the
data cleaning strategies we mentioned above, we have 432
well-cleaned data points. Figure 1 shows the distribution of
the two dependent variables: KAI (mean : 90.143, std. :
13.097) and CSI (mean : 46.247, std. : 10.539). They are
also highly correlated β = −0.473, P < 0.001, which in-
dicates that they are likely to measure the same superordi-
nate concepts (Rayner and Riding 1997). Overall, the dis-

tributions of ground truth data well fit the theoretical and
prior empirical results of both measurements (Kirton 1976;
Allinson and Hayes 2012), which indicates the threats to the
validity of using MTurk workers as the data sources should
be minimal. The number of participants’ original tweets
ranges from 252 to 3200, with the average of 1197.63. For
each of them, the word count of all original tweets ranges
from 1573 to 74098, with the average of 13982.60 and the
standard deviation of 5391.27.

Predicting Cognitive Styles
In general, prediction of peoples’ cognitive styles can be per-
formed by both regression and classification techniques. In
this study, we employed both of them:
• Regression, where the goal is to predict an individuals

score for the two measurements of cognitive styles using
the linguistic features of their Twitter content.

• Classification, where the goal is to identify individuals
with particularly high or low values of a specific cogni-
tive styles according to some predetermined cut-off.
Since both KAI and CSI are continuum measurement

and normally distributed, using linear regression is pretty
straightforward to develop regression models. We used the
stepwise method to select models according to the Akaike
Information Criterion (AIC). 10-fold cross validation was
adopted in building regression models. For classification, we
use the medians of raw KAI and CSI values as cut-off values.
Through this way, we created a balanced 50-50 data set for
each of them. For KAI, we named the two classes as “Adap-
tive” and “Innovative”. For CSI, the two classes was named
as “Intuitive” and “Analytic”. We used supervised learning
to construct classifiers trained to predict cognitive styles re-
garding both KAI and CSI. Then, the classifiers were built
with a set of different classification algorithms which are all
implemented in the “off-the-shelf” WEKA machine learning
toolkit (Hall et al. 2009). For our research does not aim to
build the best prediction systems for cognitive styles. Rather,
we want to demonstrate the feasibility of building cognitive
styles prediction systems that have potential to be scalable to
millions of users. Hence, all classifiers were developed with
the default parameter settings of WEKA.

We use LIWC dictionary to extract the features of the
collected tweets. LIWC can automatically detect the links
between the words and the psychology-relevant categories.
LIWC 2001 (Pennebaker, Francis, and Booth 2001) contains
74 categories. The first 6 categories (e.g., total word count,
words per sentence) belong to standard word count informa-
tion that are not associated with any dictionary. We tested
the control models including them, none of them is signifi-
cant. Hence, we excluded them from our analyses. The rest
68 word categories represent various types of words in lin-
guistic and in psychological processes. We excluded last two
categories (Non-fluencies and Fillers) for the majority values
of them are “0” in our dataset.

The use of LIWC has both theoretical and empirical con-
siderations. For the ground truth of cognitive styles is col-
lected from questionnaires that are quite different from so-
cial media context, we seek to build models that are highly



context-independent and robust across various content do-
mains. Hence, using well-developed, context-independent
and simple LIWC features could be a reasonable choices
(Tausczik and Pennebaker 2010). Using LIWC features
are also supported by empirical results of our data set. In
our dataset, there are statistically significant differences for
some LIWC features’ values over the two classes for both
KAI and CSI measurements even after Bonferroni correc-
tion.

Results
Regression Results
Table 1 presents the regression results. Without Bonferroni
correction, the KAI model contains 28 explanatory variables
while the CSI model has 34 explanatory variables. The mod-
els have good prediction potential. The adjusted R-squared
of the models are 0.402 (KAI) and 0.397 (CSI) respectively.
The correlations between the ground-truth value and pre-
dicted value are 0.662 (KAI) and 0.639 (CSI), indicating a
good accuracy of the models’ predictions. The Mean Ab-
solute Errors (MAEs) are 11.025 and 8.372, which are less
than 20% of the average ground truth values. Again, the pre-
dicted values are at a promising level of accuracy. . For both
models, the highest VIFs are less than 10, which suggests
the multicollinearnality should not be a big concern.

Because we have a relative large number of feature vari-
ables; hence to counteract the problem of multiple compar-
isons, we also adopted Bonferroni correction. Since we in-
cluded 66 LIWC features, the significant level was adjusted
to 0.000758. In table 1, the “†” symbol after the original
significant level (indicated by “∗” symbols) indicates that
the feature is significant after Bonferroni correction. The
Bonferroni correction to the original regression models re-
sults a smaller set of significant features. Using these fea-
tures only, we ran regressions again, the adjusted R-squared
of the models are 0.338 (KAI) and 0.275 (CSI). These re-
sults show that the high adjusted R-squared may not results
over-fitting since the models using much fewer features also
achieves acceptable goodness-of-fit. A possible explanation
is that cognitive styles are relatively simple psychological
constructs compared with general personality constructs,
e.g., Big-Five. Both KAI and CSI are one-dimensional, po-
larized measurements. Therefore, they should be predicted
at higher accuracy levels than personality models whose
construct structures are complex. Note that the Bonferroni
correction is very conservative. It’s high confidence comes
at the cost of increasing the probability of producing false
negatives, and consequently reducing statistical power. For
practical consideration, we report original models in table 1
(Frane 2015).

Classification Results
Now we utilize our proposed classification framework to
examine how well we can predict an individual’s cognitive
styles based on both KAI and CSI measures. As described
in the prior section, we compared several different binary
classifiers to empirically determine the best suitable clas-
sification technique. Given that the dataset is balanced, the

Predictive Models
LIWC Features KAI (β) CSI (β)
Intercept 111.20*** 36.69***
Linguistic Process
1st person plural −1292.54***† 936.11**
Assents −1719.13* −
Negations − −562.60**
Time 171.32 −
Present Tense 114.07 −181.52**
Future Tense −343.92 −283.24
Affective Process
Affect − −697.69*
Optimism − 686.32
Negative affect 322.95 679.22**
Anger − 654.54
Cognitive Process
Cognition −634.94***† 550.64***†
Causation −742.22* 1058.69***†
Discrepancy − 413.85
Inhibition − −1837.05
Tentativeness −222.75. 268.71*
Sensation/Perception 594.11***† −
Certainty 681.04* −
Perceptual processes
Hearing − 1705.31***†
Touching −1868.00. 1849.22*
Social Process
Human −1287.86***† −
Communication − −1325.13***†
Friends − −2295.24***†
Relativity
Space −391.85***† 148.08
Inclusion −224.99* 112.82
Personal Concerns
Occupation 5918.15** −5868.17***†
School −5900.80** 5941.68***†
Job −5286.74** 5051.28***
Achievement −5837.59***† 6062.18***†
Leisure −4364.52** 3727.14**
Home 4134.31** −3796.60**
Sports 3687.01* −3746.21**
TV, Movie 3410.61* −2440.38*
Music 4632.38***† −4185.23**
Money − 4699.06
Death 1059.08** −6110.84
Physical states 929.02***† 584.62**
Symptoms sensations 1040.30* −1059.09***†
Eating −1857.02***† 1230.77**
Swearing −802.11 1230.76**
Adjusted R-Squared 0.402 0.397
F-Statistic 11.36*** 8.65***
Correlation 0.662*** 0.639***
MAE 11.025 8.372

Note 1. .: p < 0.10, ∗: p < 0.05, ∗∗: p < 0.01. ∗ ∗ ∗: p <
0.001. Note 2. We omit the LIWC measures that are excluded
from both models.

Table 1: Linear regression models for KAI and CSI.

baseline classification performances are 50% (by chance) on
accuracy. The best performing classifier for KAI (adaptive
vs. innovative) was found to be the SMO solver of SVM,
while Logistic Regression yields the best performance for



CSI (analytic vs. intuitive).
Table 2 shows the best performance of classification mod-

els. We can conclude that in this classification task, the clas-
sifiers offered a real improvement over random chance.

Acc. Pre. Rec. AUC
Adaptive/Innovative 0.705 0.705 0.685 0.702
Analytic/Intuitive 0.649 0.649 0.606 0.689

Table 2: Classification performance of cognitive styles based
on KAI and CSI.

We examined the importance of the features in classi-
fications through information gain feature evaluation. For
“Adaptive vs. Innovative”, 12 features have significant influ-
ences on the classification. The top five are:Cognition, Cau-
sation, Present Tense, Inclusion, and Tentativeness. For “An-
alytic vs. Intuitive”, 4 features have significant influences on
the classification. They are Cognition, Causation, Commu-
nication, and Prepositions. As our expectation and LIWC’s
theoretical explanation, Cognition and Causation are two
most important features, which is also consistent with the
regression results.

Overall, both the regression and classification suggest that
word use on twitter indeed contains predictive information
of people’s values, and can potentially be used to classify
people based on their cognitive styles. The prediction of an
individual’s cognitive styles in the binary classification set-
ting achieves promising accuracy. The benefit of using our
methods in practices will be significant when using it to an-
alyze the cognitive styles of a large sample of individuals.

Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we have demonstrated the potential of using
social media (Twitter in this paper) in measuring and pre-
dicting people’s cognitive styles. We developed prediction
models for two cognitive measurements (KAI and CSI). The
models provide estimates of cognitive styles through sta-
tistical regression and classification. The regression models
achieve relatively good accuracy and the classifiers yielded
promising results with around 65%-70% classification ac-
curacy. There are many promising future directions. On the
theoretical side, it would be valuable to explore how cogni-
tive styles influence the word use. Future work is needed to
validate these interpretations empirically. Researchers may
also extend our work of word use with other cognitive styles
measurements. On the practical side, it is promising to use
the models to automatically predict a large number of peo-
ple’s cognitive styles. Hence, the immediate application is
applying predicted cognitive styles in existing application
scenarios in various areas such as education, marketing,
management. We also plan to employ more sophisticated
modeling approaches to improve the accuracy of the pre-
dictions. Since the user-generated content is not restricted
to textual information, it is a promising direction to utilize
multimedia data such as user-shared pictures to identify cog-
nitive styles.
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